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TECHNICAL INFORMATION

COVERING
Leather Soft Cover

OPTIONS
Removable Contrast Stitching

FILLING
Arms Fiber

Foam

Feather/Fiber Mix

Feather

Seat cushion Fiber

Foam

Feather/Fiber Mix

Feather

Back cushion Fiber

Foam

Feather/Fiber Mix

Feather

COMFORT
Standard Comfort Firm Comfort

FUNCTION
Bed Electric motion Motion Recliner Sliding

VISUAL
APPEARANCE*

Low Medium High

LEGS
Wood Metal Plastic Castors Upholstered

VISUAL APPEARANCE
The product may reveal various wrinkles due to the combination of Elasticity of the covering, characteristics of the interior construction and the design of the product.

Low Medium High

Products with Visual Appearance listed as High or Medium would require higher degree of care, where seats and back cushions may require fluffing and plumping
more often than Products with Visual Appearance listed as Low.

NOTES

Designed by Karim Rashid.

Date of launch: 2024.

Memoria made of soft curves and sinuous lines, wants to emphasize the beauty of the
encounter and the sweet fluidity of human relationships.

In leather the model is available starting from cat. 25 (Status).

Model also available with thick leather with model code Sxxx  (Art. Cassidy and
Misterbianco).

Seat and back cushions in high density polyurethane foam.

Modular sofa available in linear and sectional versions with a soft and wavy corner. Memoria
is available with a sophisticated terminal version and an organically sinuous three-seater
with one arm version.

Upholstered side

Removable hooks on each seating module.

4cm didden metal feet with anti-scratch and non-slip rubbers.
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION

COVERING
Leather

OPTIONS
Removable Contrast Stitching

FILLING
Arms Fiber

Foam

Feather/Fiber Mix

Feather

Seat cushion Fiber

Foam

Feather/Fiber Mix

Feather

Back cushion Fiber

Foam

Feather/Fiber Mix

Feather

COMFORT
Standard Comfort Firm Comfort

FUNCTION
Bed Electric motion Motion Recliner Sliding

VISUAL
APPEARANCE*

Low Medium High

LEGS
Wood Metal Plastic Castors Upholstered

VISUAL APPEARANCE
The product may reveal various wrinkles due to the combination of Elasticity of the covering, characteristics of the interior construction and the design of the product.

Low Medium High

Products with Visual Appearance listed as High or Medium would require higher degree of care, where seats and back cushions may require fluffing and plumping
more often than Products with Visual Appearance listed as Low.

NOTES

Designed by Karim Rashid.

Date of launch: 2024.

Memoria made of soft curves and sinuous lines, wants to emphasize the beauty of the
encounter and the sweet fluidity of human relationships.

In leather the model is available starting from cat. 25 (Status).

Seat and back cushions in high density polyurethane foam.

Upholstered side

Removable hooks on each seating module.

4cm didden metal feet with anti-scratch and non-slip rubbers.
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